Learning objectives

The module has the objective to provide instruments for understanding and producing cartographic representations for tourism and to give a critical approach to maps reading. The analysis will be led by the exam of some tourism maps.

Contents

Some peculiar examples of tourist maps will be presented during the lessons.

Detailed program

Problems relating to the representation of the territorial reality in cartographic terms will be faced, in connection with the touristic valorisation of the territory.

Prerequisites

Good theoretical and methodological competences in geography and good ability of learning, writing and oral communication.
Lectures and exercises.

**Assessment methods**

Students not attending the lessons will develop a composition on the subjects of the books in bibliography.

Students attending the lessons can pass the part of Cartography for tourism with an oral exam.

The evaluation - based on pertinence, completeness, originality, and linguistic correctness - will be focused to define the level of in-depth and maturity with which the student has got the learning objectives.

**Textbooks and Reading Materials**


Those who did not attend courses of cartography during their bachelor level can fill their gap on: